DH HELEN GRACE: LIRI LJAR
ARLIDGE, M.J. Mystery PBK $22.99

AUTHORITY OF THE SUMMER KING
ATHERTON, Nancy Mystery PBK $19.99

SPENDER 26: ROBERT B PARKER’S KICKBACK
ATKINS, Ace Mystery PBK $22.99

AMOS DUCKER: THE LAST MILE
BAILEY, Beth The Gally is also available now (PBK, $17.99). Thriller $29.99

RE: BRING THE DROWLING CHILD
BARCLAY, Alex Mystery PBK $19.99

BOOKTOWN MYSTERIES 09: A FATAL CHAPTER
BRENNAN , Lotta Mystery TP $29.99

OFFICER GUNNHILD: THIN ICE
BATHS, Queens residual snow is a curse of perpetual snow for the winter. When two small children play in the snow, they don’t realize a dead body is hanging in the trees nearby. A butcher shop owner and her daughter have just moved in and the two women have grabbed them as hostages, but they find themselves held by the throat in an icecool Austrian” mountain hut that has been made into a museum for the season. Mystery $22.99

TOM THORNE: TIME OF DEATH
BENNINGHAM, Mark Thriller $19.99

WICKSTED—MURDER MYSTERY 06: GONE WITH THE WITCH
BLAKE, Heather Mystery PBK $19.95

PIETER POSTHUMUS MYSTERIES: LIVES LOST
BOLT, Britta Thriller PBK $19.99

Wealthy, successful, and into murder: introducing an insatiable new hero—William Shakespeare. Whistle's caught out by one ill-advised seduction too many. Young Shakespeare then finds himself in a fortunate situation: Can addit in London. Will falls in with a band of players—but greater mischief than his on stage. England's very old hands holds the balance, and Will finds himself deposited on Venice, on-reaction, and disillusioned. By the city's murrina—and its beauties—Will finally realises the need in which he finds himself: Catholic, apostate, wandering—well it will wait at the same signal each time, overlooking a row of back gardens. He's even started to feel like he knows the people who

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE: THE SPY OF VENICE
BROCKMAN, Michael Noir PBK $32.99

Shrews and seductions, treachery and murder: introducing an impossibly new hero—William Shakespeare. Whistle's caught out by one ill-advised seduction too many. Young Shakespeare then finds himself in a fortunate situation: Can addit in London. Will falls in with a band of players—but greater mischief than his on stage. England's very old hands holds the balance, and Will finds himself deposited on Venice, on-reaction, and disillusioned. By the city's murrina—and its beauties—Will finally realises the need in which he finds himself: Catholic, apostate, wandering—well it will wait at the same signal each time, overlooking a row of back gardens. He's even started to feel like he knows the people who

Our lawyer hero Guerrieri, a corrupt judge, and a woman biker undercover agent Saltanat Umarova. The shady Hotel of the Three Roses is home to an assortment of drunks and degenerates. Inspector De Vincenzi receives an anonymous letter warning him of an imminent outrage at the guest house, and shortly after a macabre discovery is made—a body is found hanging in the hotel's entryway. Mystery $19.99

THE BASTARDS OF PIZZOFALCONE
BRANDRETH, Benet Noir PBK $22.99

A new series of bloodthirsty crime sets in contemporary Naples by the author of the international bestseller The Corleonesian. Since his release from prison, Borelli has been a local hero in Naples. They've made every member of the investigating branches, and it's been said they lack any public respect. Now, there's a group of detectives, a new commissioner, and a new superintendent. The new commissioner immediately begins investigating a high-profile murder that has the whole town on edge. Mystery $19.99

SUNNY & SHADOW MYSTERIES 06: CATCH AS CATCH CAN
DONALD, C. Grace Mystery PBK $19.99

LOT NO. 245
DOYLE, Arthur Conan


FRANCE, Nicol

THE DETECTIVE CLUB: THE BLACKMAILERS:
DOSSIER NO. 113
DUNLOP, Angela

A sensational bank robbery of 150,000 francs is the talk of Paris, with sensible suspicion falling immediately upon Prosper Bertonny, the young caissier whose entanglement has been known of suspicion from among groups of his friends. As a network of clues is developed, blackmarket transactions come to light... and the famous sleuth presented in the original detective novels, and widely admired as the inspiration for Sherlock Holmes.

Historical mystery HC $24.99

Pulp Fiction

Crime & Mystery Catalogue May 2016

Inclueds new books by: Adam Brookes
Kate Carlisle
Barbara Cleverly
Carolyn Hart
Vasem Khan
Peter May
Catriona McPherson
Sara Sheridan
Jane Thynne
... and many others.

All the books in this catalogue are new books due for release in May 2016.

Because they are new books, we are at the whim of the publishers and, to some extent, the shipping companies – books can sometimes arrive later (or earlier) than, or occasionally be a different retail price than originally quoted. Because space is a luxury, we bring in limited quantities of books. Prices are subject to change without notice.

Please reserve copies of anything you want so you don't miss out – ASAP!

If a book has sold out by the time we receive your order, we will back-order and supply, when available. Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of books. We will back-order anything if we don't have it already.

Visa, AMEX, cheques and you can post, phone, fax or e-mail to order anything if we don't have it already.

Because we receive your order, we will back-order and supply the book, when available. Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of books. We will back-order anything if we don't have it already.

Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of books. We receive your order, we will back-order and supply the book, when available. Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of books. We will back-order anything if we don't have it already.

Until next time, good reading!

Pulp Fiction Bookstores • Shop 4, Level 1 (first floor) • Blockidge & Ferguson Building Arcade • 144 Adelaide Street • Brisbane • Queensland • 4000 • Australia
Postal: GPO Box 297 • Brisbane • Queensland • 4001 • Australia • Tel: 07 3236-2750 • e-mail: pulpfictionbooks@bigpond.com • pulpfictionbooks.com.au
SERGE MOREL: DEATH IN THE RAINY SEASON

 вопит отрада. Винчестер, сожалею, когда на земле не пахнет табачком. — Одной стоял ли клиент, другой, — обещал бессмертный винчестер, — дождь влажен и нежно-тёпл, и не только на носу дождь, а и на носу табачки. — На носу я дождь, — сказал клиент, — но не табачки.

BHOLAT MAGRATH MYSTERIES 01: WEDDING BELLS BLOW

Lisette Wyse-Enyx knows to keep it to herself the girl who has a beard, Lord Casselmaine. The first in a new series.

THE ONE WHO GOT AWAY

Locked inside, alone in the darkness of the tower block, she is unable to escape. She realizes the only way to save herself is to kill herself. Life is better than death.

PAULA MAIGRE: THE SILENT DEAD

MAGNUS Aureus

Every night she dreams of a place far away, a place where she is free. But when she wakes up, she remembers a different story. She is a prisoner, a victim of a system that believes in keeping women silent.

PERFECT PROPOSALS MYSTERIES 03: NEWLYWED DEAD

PARMA, Nancy

PARKER, Nancey

William Mone. Revenge in a Cold River

PERFECTION, Lisa

RIVERA, Rosa

THE DROWNING GROUND

SABLE, Alton

Mystery TP $19.99

WHEELER & ROSS: SILENCED

ROBINSON, Doreen

It's the beginning of the end for a man who thought he could escape the past. But when he returns to his hometown, he finds himself trapped in a web of lies and deceit, and his only hope is to confess.

KELLERMAN, Faye

Mystery PBK $19.99

THE EXILE

CAREY, John

Prime Ministeratcha. The first book in the series is titled "The Exile." In the novel, a young woman is found dead in a rustic hotel in the mountains, Guzmán will have to fight for his life, not only against the authorities, but also against the harsh and unforgiving landscape that surrounds him. The story follows Guzmán as he tries to escape the things that have brought him to his current predicament, ultimately finding a sense of peace and redemption in the face of adversity.

THREAT FROM THE ENEMY

Frey, Mandy

The daughter of a baronet and a minor heiress, Rosalind Thorne was raised in the grand social world of London at the beginning of the 19th century. She is a charming, witty, and intelligent young woman who is destined for greatness. When her father is murdered, Rosalind must use her skills and connections to uncover the truth and bring her killer to justice.

Mystery TP $19.99

A THIEF IN THE NIGHT

CAMPION, Elizabeth

When Professor Julius Arnell breathes his last, in the hushed corridors of the British Library, the world is plunged into mourning. The last of the British Library Crime Classics.

Mystery PBK $19.99

THE LOST ISLAND

SPORTS

RIVIERA, Rosa

The first book in this series is "Robin Hood," followed by "The Exile," and "The Troubador." Each book features a different setting and a new adventure for Clara, as she navigates the dangerous world of espionage and politics.

Mystery TP $19.99

BANNER: SANS

THE PIRATE POET

The fourth in a great, post-WWII espionage series, which begins in 1954: Comandante Guzmán has been posted deep into the Basque mountains, Guzmán will have to fight for his life, not only against the authorities, but also against the harsh and unforgiving landscape that surrounds him. The story follows Guzmán as he tries to escape the things that have brought him to his current predicament, ultimately finding a sense of peace and redemption in the face of adversity.

Mystery PBK $19.99

THE ENEMY

ROGERS, Dan

The daughter of a baronet and a minor heiress, Rosalind Thorne was raised in the grand social world of London at the beginning of the 19th century. She is a charming, witty, and intelligent young woman who is destined for greatness. When her father is murdered, Rosalind must use her skills and connections to uncover the truth and bring her killer to justice.

Mystery TP $19.99

Mak's Hide, where he is held captive. He manages to escape and sets off on a journey to find out what has happened to his family. He discovers that his mother was murdered and that his father is a member of a dangerous secret society. With the help of his new friends, Mak searches for the truth and uncovers a web of corruption and deception.

Mystery TP $19.99

THE WENTWORTH MASQUE

Mutiny on the Bounty

A new series is announced, a new detective is introduced, and a new era of mystery and adventure begins. The first book in this series is "The Sorcerer's Apprentice," followed by "The Case of the Red Dog," and "The Mystery of the Black Cat." Each book features a different setting and a new adventure for Clara, as she navigates the dangerous world of espionage and politics.

Mystery TP $19.99

THE JEWEL IN THE CROWN

KELLERMAN, Faye

When Detective Sime Mackenzie boards a light aircraft at the British Library, he is on the case of a lifetime. But when he discovers that the girl he is looking for is not who he thought she was, he realizes that the truth is more complicated than he ever imagined.

Mystery TP $19.99

THE SILENT DEAD

WHITEHOUSE, Lucie

Mystery PBK $19.99

THE LOST ISLAND

THOMPSON, Richard

Mystery PBK $19.99

THE BURDEN OF PAIN

PETIT, Chris

THE JEWEL IN THE CROWN

KELLERMAN, Faye

The first book in this series is "The Sorcerer's Apprentice," followed by "The Case of the Red Dog," and "The Mystery of the Black Cat." Each book features a different setting and a new adventure for Clara, as she navigates the dangerous world of espionage and politics.

Mystery TP $19.99

THE DROWNING GROUND

SABLE, Alton

Mystery PBK $19.99

THE LOST ISLAND

SPORTS

RIVIERA, Rosa

The first book in this series is "Robin Hood," followed by "The Exile," and "The Troubador." Each book features a different setting and a new adventure for Clara, as she navigates the dangerous world of espionage and politics.

Mystery TP $19.99

BANNER: SANS

THE PIRATE POET

The fourth in a great, post-WWII espionage series, which begins in 1954: Comandante Guzmán has been posted deep into the Basque mountains, Guzmán will have to fight for his life, not only against the authorities, but also against the harsh and unforgiving landscape that surrounds him. The story follows Guzmán as he tries to escape the things that have brought him to his current predicament, ultimately finding a sense of peace and redemption in the face of adversity.

Mystery PBK $19.99

THE LOST ISLAND

SPORTS

RIVIERA, Rosa

The first book in this series is "Robin Hood," followed by "The Exile," and "The Troubador." Each book features a different setting and a new adventure for Clara, as she navigates the dangerous world of espionage and politics.

Mystery TP $19.99

BANNER: SANS

THE PIRATE POET

The fourth in a great, post-WWII espionage series, which begins in 1954: Comandante Guzmán has been posted deep into the Basque mountains, Guzmán will have to fight for his life, not only against the authorities, but also against the harsh and unforgiving landscape that surrounds him. The story follows Guzmán as he tries to escape the things that have brought him to his current predicament, ultimately finding a sense of peace and redemption in the face of adversity.

Mystery PBK $19.99

THE LOST ISLAND

SPORTS

RIVIERA, Rosa

The first book in this series is "Robin Hood," followed by "The Exile," and "The Troubador." Each book features a different setting and a new adventure for Clara, as she navigates the dangerous world of espionage and politics.

Mystery TP $19.99

BANNER: SANS

THE PIRATE POET

The fourth in a great, post-WWII espionage series, which begins in 1954: Comandante Guzmán has been posted deep into the Basque mountains, Guzmán will have to fight for his life, not only against the authorities, but also against the harsh and unforgiving landscape that surrounds him. The story follows Guzmán as he tries to escape the things that have brought him to his current predicament, ultimately finding a sense of peace and redemption in the face of adversity.

Mystery TP $19.99

THE LOST ISLAND

SPORTS

RIVIERA, Rosa

The first book in this series is "Robin Hood," followed by "The Exile," and "The Troubador." Each book features a different setting and a new adventure for Clara, as she navigates the dangerous world of espionage and politics.

Mystery TP $19.99

BANNER: SANS

THE PIRATE POET

The fourth in a great, post-WWII espionage series, which begins in 1954: Comandante Guzmán has been posted deep into the Basque mountains, Guzmán will have to fight for his life, not only against the authorities, but also against the harsh and unforgiving landscape that surrounds him. The story follows Guzmán as he tries to escape the things that have brought him to his current predicament, ultimately finding a sense of peace and redemption in the face of adversity.